
Although we encourage you to strive for the best, 
please don’t lose sight of the fact that choir should be fun! 
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RUBRIC  for CHOIR STUDENTS 2018 

OVERALL 
ASSESSMENT 

A 
 far better than 

expected 
 

EXCELLENT 

B 
 better than expected 

 
GOOD 

C 
 where we expect you 

to be 
SATISFACTORY 

D 
there is more work 

to be done 
PARTIAL 

E 
there is a lot of work 

to be done 
MINIMAL 

STUDENT 
ASSESSMENT 

A 
 

B 
 

C 
 

D 
 

E 
 

MAKING   

Presentation 

always standing tall,  
eyes on conductor,  
bright & interested 

singing face 

good in most areas satisfactory in most 
areas some areas need work all areas need work 

Accuracy 

always on-pitch with 
correct notes 

 
correct rhythms 

steady beat 

mostly on-pitch with 
correct notes 

 
mostly correct rhythms 

steady beat 

generally on-pitch with a 
few incorrect notes 

 
minor rhythm problems, 
generally a steady beat 

pitch is flat or sharp with 
some incorrect notes 

 
mistakes in rhythm, 

some changes in beat 

rarely on-pitch with 
many incorrect notes 

 
large number of mistakes  

in rhythm 
many changes in beat 

Text 

fully memorised 
 
 

always clear with precise  
 consonants 

mostly memorized with 
a 

 few minor gaps 
 

mostly clear with 
 good consonants 

generally memorised 
 
 

generally clear with  
some consonants 

more or less memorised 
 

sometimes unclear with 
many  

missing consonants 

not much memorised 
 
 

unclear or 
 mumbled 

Part Work 

excellent knowledge of 
all parts 

 
well balanced sound 

(able to hear both parts 
equally) 

all parts mostly secure 
 
 

mostly balanced sound 

all parts generally well 
known 

 
adequate balance 

 between parts 

one of the parts not well 
known 

 
parts not balanced 

both parts not well 
known 

 
not able to hear  

two parts 

Tone Quality 

clear & projected, 
even tone between 
 head & chest voice 

 
excellent support for  
breathing/phrasing 

mostly clear & projected, 
minimal difference in 
tone between head & 

chest voice 
 

good support for  
breathing/phrasing 

adequate projection,  
connection developing  
between head & chest 

voice 
 

satisfactory support for  
breathing/phrasing 

little projection, harsh or 
weak tone in many 

sections 
 
 

breathing/phrasing 
needs more work 

poor tone 
 
 
 

no support for  
breathing/phrasing 

Dynamics 
And  

Expression 

excellent use of 
dynamics  

(loud & soft) (f & p) 
 

great  expression 

dynamics effective 
 
 

quite expressive 

some dynamics variation 
 
 

adequate expression 

very few dynamics 
 
 

not very  expressive 

no dynamics 
 
 

no expression 

RESPONDING excellent achievement good achievement satisfactory 
achievement partial achievement minimal achievement 

BEHAVIOUR self managed only occasional 
reminders needed 

some direction & 
reminders needed 

needs much direction 
and many reminders undisciplined 


